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ABSTRACT

The development of learning materials for Social Sciences at the Faculty of social sciences, State University of Yogyakarta
(UNY) included in it for education courses of politics and Democracy needs to be reoriented to give birth to scientific Indonesian
characteristics, in line with the vision that was agreed by the Civitas Akademika Fakukltas social sciences. Associated with the
idea to build the social sciences involves indonesian then need an academic endeavor began to construct a learning
materials which have relevance and based on the values of local wisdom. In line with the idea for political education courses and
democracy may need to be drawn up a module "democracy-based local wisdom". The purpose is achieved in this research is to
find out how to develop learning materials for social studies topic democratic values-based local wisdom and how the
effectiveness of social studies materials by topic values democracy-based local wisdom in learning social studies.
Design research using Research and Development and the flow of research described in Figure 2. Phases define or research
and information collection (Borg and Gall, 1983:776) is the research and data collection phase of the early form of the study of
literature, needs analysis and fieldwork. This phase of the design or planning (Borg and Gall, 1983:777) is the design of products
that will be generated, including the purpose of use of the product, the users of the product and a description of
the components of the product. Develop or develop a preliminary phase in the form of product (Borg and Gall, 1983:781) is the
initial product development. Disseminate phase there are four steps of development, namely
the preliminary field testing (Borg and Gall, 1983:782) which is the initial field test,
main product revision (Borg and Gall, 1983:782) or a revision of the results of the tests,
the main field testing (Borg and Gall, 1983: 783) or major field tests as well as an operational product revision (Borg and Gall,
1983:784) or the consummation product test results field.
The results of this research is the development of learning materials in the form of modules democratic values-based local
wisdom generated through four phases i.e. phase define, design, development and deseminasi. Module-based Democracy
values local wisdom after tested in limited on 5th semester student of Social Science Education can meet the criteria set out with
several improvements.
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